Zhang is seeking to displace a discredited Chinese secular humanism with a counterhumanism rooted in the fiction writer's ethnic identification with the Muslim Chinese sect of the Jahrinya. In a maneuver that resonates with Yang Lian's magical poetic space-time, Zhang Chengzhi, according to Jian Xu, is trying to fuse an old-fashioned Chinese game of politically engaged intellectuality with a "post-new-era" humanist subjectivity. This task requires the writing of an apocryphal history of Islam. But, as Jian Xu notes, invocation of the divine evokes a familiar problem. To reimagine the nation (always at stake in a Chinese humanism) and to rewrite its history, Zhang Chengzhi transforms the ethnic Jahrinya from subjects into objects. Zhang may redeem his own soul in this heroic identification. For Jian Xu great dangers attend the responsibility of staking out necessarily agonistic politics in the raging current of commodification, desublimation, and marketization.
Who consumes what other and how the market mediates these relationships is Koichi Iwabuchi's preoccupation in his essay "Nostalgia for a (Different) Asian Modernity: Media Consumption of 'Asia' in Japan." Here Japan's highly market-mediated idol worshipers nostalgically consume a masculine quality of "Asian vigor" that appears in film, magazines, TV documentaries, and other venues. To a degree, Iwabuchi lauds the admirable and savvy openness of the consumers whom he interviewed for this piece. But his own stake in launching the investigation would appear to be a larger question of where the various ideologies of "Asianness" and Japan's market relation with this object of "Asia" have led before and thus may lead in the future. How can a politically adequate historical memory be stabilized, he asks, in a media market so thoroughly saturated with unacknowledged drives? Iwabuchi's careful indexing of these dynamic relations implicates the market ideology of nostalgia. Politically speaking, no matter how discriminating and cutting edge the consumers of this new Asianism are, they cannot but collude with less savory forces to suppress the history of subjection of the very entities-Hong Kong, Taiwan, "primordial China," Burma, and Vietnam-celebrated in yet another new Japanese pan-Asianism.
"On the Edge of Respectability: Sexual Politics in China's Tibet" allows Charlene E. Makley to raise other questions about mass-mediated culture. In this case the subjects are Tibetans in Gansu Province standing in relation to the dominant Han media markets, as eroticized Hong Kong movie idols do in relation to cutting-edge young Japanese consumers. However, Makley reverses focus. Her fieldwork tracks how unequal power relations play out in gendered relations among the Tibetan group. Particularly she reconstructs an earlier, local Tibetan sex-gender system where an earlier theocracy and the labor system operated according to a logic Makley calls "compulsive heterosexuality." The rearticulation of older cultural logics after the Maoist era brought not a restoration of a relatively flexible compulsive heterosexuality and female "discrete" sexual expression but rather an eroticized market logic. In this logic the will of the modern and secular Tibetan woman has become doubly problematic. Her body has been eroticized in consumerist voyeurism while the invention of a genuine market in prostituted women's labor inhibits the participation of "good women" in the public life of the community. Most problematic of all, Makley seems to imply, is that young women's and young men's aspirations and interests are now at odds, since the former seek modernity as liberation while the latter seek an antithetical masculinity. Zhang Chengzhi's sublime ethnic minority seems a hallucination in the conflicted and tortured differential world of ethnicized men and women in the post-Mao Tibetan frontier market.
In "The Space of Historical Discourse: Ishimoda Shō's Theory of the Heroic Age" Junichi Isomae tracks the historiographic complexity of debates on subjectivity and history that unfolded in the late 1940s and 1950s under the rubric of the "Heroic Age." At stake was the question of how the tenno, or emperor system, had come into being and why it was proving so difficult to extirpate. This is a psychopolitical matter. The question at stake is why in the view of the participants Japanese had a deficient subjectivity, a paucity of subject forms. After careful elucidation Isomae draws a number of conclusions. Certainly the historiographic debate had at center international Marxist concerns with periodization, national community, and self-determination. But it also had at stake the relations of dependency and authority. For Ishimoda the debate is about communalism and the hallucination of a national formation in the absence of state power, which would lead, in the hybrid Hegelianism of this debate, to the subjective priority of the proletarian, at long last. It is in the concluding discussion that Isomae makes his most spirited critique of this Ishimodo position. Historians, Isomae argues, must ground all generalizations in data. Because the debate on the Heroic Age could never bring data to bear, it devolved back onto a "communality" that not only precludes class analyses, heterogeneity, or antagonism but reanimates preconditions for amorphous subject forms and the tenno system. Certainly Iwabuchi, Makley, Isomae, and Jian Xu find political danger in the nostalgic formations they encounter in their projects. In "Love at Last Sight: Nostalgia, Commodity, and Temporality in Wang Anyi's Song of Unending Sorrow," Ban Wang thematizes the matter directly. Arguing that nostalgia is in fact "a buffer not only for victims of modern distress but also for the proponents of globalization," he evaluates a version of what Isomae had so violently rejected, which is to say the nostalgic projection of lineages of the present back into the "enchanted mantle" of the past. Yet what Ban Wang prioritized are neither the de-ideologization of historiographic fantasies of a national communality nor the literary expression of heterogeneity that lies beneath official historiography. Ban Wang's priority is the category of the commodity itself. The commodity in question is what he calls commodified literature or literature as commodity. Ban Wang argues in direct, unadorned, convincing prose that the point of the critique of nostalgia is in fact to recall that the commodity, including a literary one, implies a social relation and consequently is for us, the critics, an invaluable entity. In the case of the commodity-literature of the Shanghai writer Wang Anyi, nostalgia is a means of access into the difference that lies at the bottom of ideologies of consumption. Thus in her refusal to reject commodification per se, and her disinclination to either embrace or revile it, Wang Anyi is able, in Ban Wang's view, to crack open the commodity and reveal a historical imagination latent beneath the pressures of globalization. Ban Wang invites us to follow Wang Anyi in her tightrope walk across the abyssal double binds that commodified literature opens up.
The debate over the commodity and its place in the present is linked, of course, to questions of how to characterize the past. Andrew Jones's essay "The Child As History in Republican China: A Discourse on Development" thinks through the question of how neat developmental frameworks are belied in the surplus of referentiality that spills out of them. In this case the discourse is the modernist notion of child development that over the course of a century linked the categories of youth, pedagogy, and culture. Jones sees in this combination a modernist understanding of the categorical "child" never before explicitly theorized. How this "child" was theorized is Jones's preoccupation, leading him from Darwin and Haeckel to Zhou Zuoren and Yanagita Kunio, Hu Shi, and Baron Guido Amedeo Viale, and hence into the "business of enlightenment." There in the spirited battle for supremacy of the emergent juvenile market and the commodification of playthings, the toy and its advertisements, Jones posits the question, Was not the "child" of the republican era emblematic of the Chinese national drive for parity and futurity?
Read in conjunction with Jones's meditation on the child, Christopher Bolton's "From Wooden Cyborgs to Celluloid Souls: Mechanical Bodies in Anime and Japanese Puppet Theater" is also about the historical instability of our bodies in the mighty historical efflorescence of objectification produced by contemporary capital. Like Ban Wang, Koichi Iwabuchi, and Jian Xu, Christopher Bolton is concerned with the political quality of nostalgia. As Bolton argues, in anime, or Japanese animation culture, the specter of technologization of the body into decorporealized digital data complicates how we think about commodification. Working through the visual text of Oshii Mamoru's anime Ghost in the Shell, Bolton takes up the dilemmas of body technology and the questions of ambivalence and ambiguity. The problem for the subject now is, Bolton suggests, that at least in the futuristic world of anime the subject has become a theatrical sign. By that he means that the anime character, the puppet, and the language exist in simultaneity, redolent perhaps of Yang Lian's aggregating poesis. For Bolton, the stake is the body. Free of wholeness, the anime's "body" oscillates between its subject-and objectness. In this oscillation, Bolton suggests, lies the future that we ourselves confront and in which we are ourselves implicated, for the techniques of media representation threaten to make cyborgs of us all.
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